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Responding To Institutional Needs

c Ja’Wanda S. Grant,
Vassar College

1

Introduction
The needs of each institution of higher education can be extracted from the core mission of

the college. This mission can be expressed in a variety of ways and is usually published online for
the public, and also included in student and faculty handbooks or governance documents. In a
random internet search, institutional missions were found in the form of statements of principles
and practices [1], core beliefs [2], and mission and strategic plans [3]. Each of these statements is
an expression of the institutional values, and the mission of the QMaSC should mirror these values.
Some QMaSC directors have been recruited from within the institution because of their passion
for quantitative literacy and education. Those internal candidates are usually already familiar with
the curriculum, the students, and the administration on their campus. Others, who are recruited
externally, may only know what they have researched about the college and what they learn during
the interview process. This chapter will help external hires as they learn the institutional culture,
and internal recruits as they transition into the administrative capacity of a QMaSC director.

2

QMaSC Placement and Mission
A QMaSC might be housed in one specific department, such as Mathematics or Statistics. A

QMaSC could also be housed in a larger academic support center and report to the director of that
Suggested Citation: Ja’Wanda S. Grant (2016), “Responding To Institutional Needs”, http://dx.doi.org/10.
5038/9780977674435.ch3 in G. Coulombe, M. O’Neill, M. Schuckers (Eds.) A Handbook for Directors of Quantitative
and Mathematical Support Centers, Neck Quill Press, http://scholarcommons.usf.edu/qmasc_handbook.
This material is based upon work supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation under Grant DUE1255945. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation
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center. Others are completely stand-alone entities that report directly to deans or other academic
administrators. As the QMaSC director learns the organizational structure in which the QMaSC
resides, it will become easier to focus on very specific goals and a clearly defined mission.
The QMaSC at Vassar College (Quantitative Reasoning Center), established in 2011, is a part
of the Learning, Teaching and Research Center with the following mission:
The Learning, Teaching, and Research Center (LTRC) is dedicated to addressing the
needs of Vassar’s diverse student body. Our goal is to enable students to maximize their
unique educational experiences at Vassar College. We therefore provide an extensive
range of academic resources that foster the fundamental aim of a liberal arts education:
to facilitate the intellectual and professional growth of ethical, informed, and reflective
students who can engage creatively with important social issues. The LTRC houses
a peer-staffed Writing Center and Quantitative Reasoning Center, including a Supplemental Instruction Program for select quantitative analysis (QA) courses. We also offer
expert learning support with a focus on developing individual academic skills. [4]
Here are a few programs or initiatives offered by the QMaSC at Vassar that align with the
overarching LTRC mission:
• An extensive range of academic resources
◦ Drop-in tutoring offered Sundays, 1:00 pm–11:00pm, and Monday–Thursday, 3:00 pm –
11:00 pm
◦ Supplemental Instruction for selected quantitative courses
◦ Designated tutors

for selected quantitative course

• Facilitate intellectual growth of students
◦ Opportunities for students to review subjects and experience deep learning by teaching
peers
• Facilitate professional growth of students
◦ Annual training for in-house staff (tutors and supplemental instruction leaders)
◦ Training for departmental academic interns who tutor for select course
◦ Collaborations with regional tutoring programs for an annual tutor training conference
in which tutors present workshops, preside over sessions, and receive credits towards
certification hours where eligible (see Appendix A for the 2014 conference agenda)
If a QMaSC is a stand-alone center or housed in a department that may not have such a clear “mission statement,” the director should refer to the faculty governance/handbook, student handbook,
or other similar documents to learn the college’s values and mission.
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Inherited Mission(s)
In some cases, the QMaSC is expected to fulfill certain needs that are already identified, which

may include the merging or transfer of pre-existing services or programming. For example, one of the
purposes of the Vassar Quantitative Reasoning Center (QRC) is to support the quantitative analysis
(QA) courses designed to equip all students with quantitative reasoning skills. Vassar defines
quantitative reasoning as “the ability to understand and evaluate arguments framed in quantitative
or numerical terms; to analyze subject matter using quantitative techniques; to construct and
evaluate quantitative arguments of one’s own; and to make reasoned judgments about the kinds
of questions that can be effectively addressed through quantitative methods” [5]. Various courses
across the curriculum are tagged “QA” and are often encountered by students pursuing STEM
degrees (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math). In an effort to increase retention of students
in the STEM pipeline, Vassar implemented the Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program. As the
QRC is commissioned to support the QA curriculum, SI is an inherited QRC program.
SI is a nationally renowned program originally established at the University of Missouri-Kansas
City (UMKC) that targets historically difficult courses and provides students the opportunity to
engage with their course materials outside the classroom [6]. At Vassar, students voluntarily attend
weekly review sessions facilitated by SI Leaders, who are undergraduate peers who have taken the
courses and done well.
The QMaSC director should learn about programs or initiatives that should be implemented
or sustained upon arrival. Some of these programs, such as SI, offer training that will help the
QMaSC director learn more about the programs’ mission and structure. The SI Supervisor training
is offered annually at UMKC and is an invaluable resource for those QMaSC directors who supervise
SI, or for QMaSC directors who plan to implement SI to support the established mission of their
center [7].

4

Identifying And Responding to Institutional Needs
The QRC at Vassar came about as a result of a series of faculty conversations regarding ways

to support and improve the QA program. An article published prior to the opening of the QMaSC
highlights the foundational mission of the QRC (see Appendix B). Some QMaSC directors may not
have such a template to follow, but as evident in the push for the Vassar QRC, there is usually a
cohort of faculty and administrators who could offer guidance.
The following template for Vassar identifies the main categories that embody the institutional
needs of any college/institution–students, staff, faculty, and the administration:
Student Needs
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Responding to student needs takes many forms. At Vassar, the QRC is charged with supporting

the courses that have been tagged as QA. In order to graduate, a student must take at least one
QA designated course, which include many introductory courses required for STEM majors and
medical school. This requirement can be taken at any time, but the majority of students enrolled in
these courses are freshman who have to adjust to the new amount of schedule freedom, the culture
of the institution, and expectations of different faculty, while balancing social and extracurricular
interests. The SI program connected to many of these courses is a great way to support freshman
as they transition into traditionally difficult STEM courses (including General Chemistry, Organic
Chemistry, Calculus, and Physics) and to college life. SI offers a way for freshman (and other
students) to meet their classmates in an informal environment with emphasis on collaborative
learning and study skills.
Student Populations Served
A QMaSC director should determine if there are certain student populations that will require
specific types of support. Based on the mission of the institution, these populations will vary. The
spectrum of students a QMaSC might support include:
• High-achieving/honor students
• Underprepared Students
• Minority/Underrepresented Students
• Students with Disabilities
• Veterans
• Adult/non-traditional students
• First generation students
• Students with math anxieties
The above list is not all-inclusive, but does cover the spectrum of students that might be supported by a QMaSC. Depending on the student population at the institution, the QMaSC could
support students as early as pre-admission or even post-graduation. For instance, a community
college QMaSC might offer pre-admission support for college placement tests, such as ACT R Compass or Accuplacer. The Math Center at Holyoke Community College offers math prep classes that
prepare students for the Accuplacer test [8].
Staffing Needs
In defining ways to respond to the needs of each and all students groups, the director will need
to determine what support will be provided for the QMaSC to implement and sustain its initiatives.
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At Vassar, peer educators staff the main QRC programs with financial support from the LTRC
and one of the dean’s offices. Research and discussions about additional support mechanisms are
currently underway (including alumni donations/gifts and grant-funding).
A QMaSC could be staffed with peer educators and/or professional peer tutors or instructors.
The staffing will determine what types of programs or support the QMaSC will offer. It is common
for professional QMaSC staff to teach courses designed to target students needing more review
of foundational math topics (from arithmetic to precalculus). Community colleges, which often
serve underprepared students or adult students who have been out of school for extended periods,
offer a variety of these developmental courses in math or statistics. Small highly selective liberal
arts colleges also offer courses to groups of students who might not have the skills they need to
transition smoothly into the standard quantitative courses. The Quantitative Reasoning program
at Wellesley College, for example, administers a quantitative skills assessment at orientation, and
if students do not pass, they enroll in the QR Basic Skills Course (QR 140), which is taught by a
professional staff member [9].
Staff Recruitment
The QMaSC director, when responsible for hiring staff, is responsible for ensuring that they
are trained and have support to do the job(s) for which they are hired. At Vassar, the SI leaders
and tutors participate in a pre-semester training program each fall. Returning staff members are
called upon to lead and mentor the new/junior staff members, and other campus offices are invited
to inform staff where to direct students when they are not able to meet their needs. Appendix C
includes a copy of the most recent two-day training agenda for the fall of 2013. Because the QRC at
Vassar supports quantitative courses across the curriculum, the training is open to students within
departments who also serve as peer tutors for quantitative courses not supported by QRC staff.
The QMaSC director should rely on faculty and peer educators to help recruit students who
have done well in their quantitative and math courses and who show potential to serve as model
students and peer educators.
In addition to recruiting staff who have the content mastery and communication skills required,
it is important to have a diverse staff. Diversity in a QMaSC is not always easy to achieve or
sustain, since the qualifications are restricted to a select pool of candidates. The campus offices of
affirmative action and human resources may help with strategies to ensure that the hiring process
is accessible and equitable for all candidates.
A QMaSC that houses a service where students are offered assistance with homework or in
preparation for graded work must take care to ensure that the institutional guidelines for academic
integrity are upheld [10]. Time should be spent in QMaSC staff training discussing academic honesty
and how to uphold it when supporting students with course work. The published statement of the
college’s honor code could be included in a staff handbook.
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Academic Use of Technology
Institutions of higher education use many forms of technology to recruit, market, advertise,
and support their mission. Students are often required to use these various types of technology in
quantitative and math courses, some of which they are savvy with and others where they might
have some challenges [11]. A QMaSC with a mission to support specific courses should be aware
of programs students are expected to utilize. QMaSC staff working with these students should be
proficient in these programs, and the QMaSC should have the software available when appropriate.
Technology support could present itself as more of an academic support need especially for
students in distance education programs; therefore the QMaSC director should make sure all staff
are given the appropriate access and training [12].
Numerous course management programs are online (e.g., Moodle or Blackboard), and students
should learn those systems to find lecture notes and assignments, and sometimes to interact with
the instructor and or classmates. The technical support teams on each campus usually offer basic
support for such programs, however, some quantitative and math courses use specialized programs
or software for online coursework (i.e. Mastering Physics) or for data analysis (i.e. SPSS or R).
Select Q-Tutors at Vassar can help with content in various quantitative courses and are given some
teaching assistant privileges for respective online course programs.
Microsoft Excel is also a common tool used in quantitative and math courses. The Vassar
Q-Center usually employs a few peer tutors who can help students with their basic Excel questions
in addition to specific subject areas. Many of the students at Vassar have their own laptops and
the software needed for their courses, so the Vassar QRC does not offer a computer lab with these
programs. At other institutions, the QMaSC might provide a computer lab with these programs
for students who do not have access on their own.
Technology Used in Outreach
A QMaSC can be a hidden treasure on a college campus. Students are bombarded with lots
of information when they arrive. And even when students have been on a campus for several
semesters, they may be unaware of all of the resources that are available to them.
A QMaSC should take advantage of the technology that students are socially drawn to, such
as Facebook and Twitter. These social media outlets can connect students to the QMaSC in a
less intimidating way and allow students to communicate freely with each other. The Vassar QRC
uses Facebook to advertise center hours, schedule changes, closures, and special events. Students
who have a Facebook account can see the most up-to-date feeds, managed by a senior peer tutor
selected by the QMaSC director (see Appendix F for Vassar Q-Center Facebook Sample).
In addition to the Facebook page, the Vassar QRC has an institutionally supported website
(ltrc.vassar.edu/qrc) for prospective students, other departments, and other institutions or
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community members who may want to learn more about the Vassar QRC. The QRC staff is also
added to a “Vassar QRC” course Moodle Page where they share resources, particularly session
review materials from previous SI leaders.
Faculty Needs
Faculty needs are often intertwined with the student needs. With growing course enrollments,
departmental staffing constraints, and varying preparation of enrolled students, faculty may rely
heavily on support from the QMaSC. Some Math or Statistics departments house courses taught
by QMaSC staff, connecting the QMaSC more intimately to the curriculum.
Alternatively, a QMaSC may host workshops that offer review of materials that courses do not
dedicate class time to covering. Faculty may require some students to attend, whereas in some
cases they may also be strictly voluntary. SI or other peer-led review/study sessions housed in a
QMaSC can be built in to a course and bear weight on the final course grade.
The QMaSC director should meet with appropriate department chairs or course coordinators
frequently to stay in tune with their needs. A great way to strengthen the relationship between
the QMaSC and the faculty is to share the QMaSC vision at faculty departmental or divisional
meetings so they know which needs the QMaSC can address.
Communication of the QMaSC vision is particularly important for new faculty as they are
transitioning into new responsibilities and often have other pressing demands that keep their focus
on teaching and/or research. A great place to connect with new faculty is during their orientation
because they will get to meet the QMaSC director and find ways to collaborate with the QMaSC
to in turn help meet student needs.
Returning faculty may be interested in QMaSC-sponsored sessions or workshops that address
their needs regarding teaching pedagogy for quantitative and math courses, or even ways to incorporate technology. This type of faculty development may not be in the mission of the QMaSC.
If another center or office hosts such faculty development programming, a QMaSC director could
collaborate or participate as an opportunity to learn more about the faculty needs, challenges, and
current best practices.
Administration Needs
A QMaSC director may report to a dean or other administrative director in student affairs, or
the chair of a Mathematics or Statistics department. Many of these reporting structures require a
type of report, in the form of progress report, quarterly reviews, or annual reports. These reports
help administrators stay in tune with what is happening in the departments/programs they oversee,
evaluate budgetary needs, measure program effectiveness, and monitor if programming is meeting
expectations as stated in the mission or vision statement. There are various ways in which QMaSC
programs and initiatives can be assessed. An office of institutional research is also a good reference
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point for QMaSC directors seeking to implement the appropriate assessment tools.
At Vassar, the QRC reports directly to the director of the Learning, Teaching and Research
Center (LTRC). Reports to the LTRC director are also shared with the dean in the Office of the
Dean of Studies, which is a part of the larger Dean of the College division and the Office of the
Dean of the Faculty. Since these offices currently fund the majority of the QRC programs, the
reports usually highlight the use of services and the growth and/or development of programs that
support the mission of the institution.
Assessment data at Vassar, which would include more feedback from faculty, the staff, and a peer
tutor self-review, serves as a professional development tool. This will allow the QMaSC director to
better support staff as they grow in their roles as peer educators, and to respond appropriately to
the needs of the institution.
The Vassar SI program provides an end-of-term survey that is administered in class along with
the course evaluations (which provides a high response rate). In the fall semester of 2012, the QRC
invested in the Remark Software by Gravic, Inc [14]. Paper forms are created so that selected fields
can be scanned, then transferred to a spreadsheet and analyzed by Remark (sample SI evaluation
form in Appendix E). In addition to SI program evaluations, the SI leaders are observed in the
form of a teaching observation each semester by the QMaSC director and separately by another
peer SI leader. SI leaders also take attendance at each session and during their office hours in the
Q-Center. Attendance data is then compared to final grades, but to date, no significant correlation
has been found between session attendance and grades. The Vassar QRC is collaborating with a
faculty statistician to do more extensive analysis of the collected data, possibly correlating it with
admissions data for high school GPA and standardized test scores.

5

Responding to Changing Institutional Needs
It is impossible to meet every institutional need, especially because they change so often. De-

partments add, modify, and discontinue quantitative and math courses based on departmental and
larger curricular needs. Faculty who are hired may have short-term or adjunct appointments, making faculty development initiatives unproductive. Since students are only at the institution for
about four years (two years at community colleges), staffing a QMaSC requires constant recruitment and training. The pre-college skill sets of each admitted class of students vary, requiring more
attention to these ever-changing needs. Staffing and resource needs can be stifled by budgetary
constraints. Most importantly, if the mission of an institution evolves, the mission of QMaSC
should follow suit.
QMaSC directors should maintain regular communications with their reporting directors and
administrative or faculty governing bodies to learn about the evolving institutional changes. Professional organizations are also a great resource for strategies to address institutional changes, for in
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higher education they seem to follow current trends. And finally, a QMaSC director should utilize
the appropriate assessment tools that will best inform the development of current strategic plans.
As the QMaSC director begins to launch or further develop programs, further training or certification may be required. The QMaSC director will also be assessed in the form of an administrative
review of some sort; therefore, an additional mission of the QMaSC should be to keep all staff
equipped to do their jobs effectively. Peer tutoring staff can be trained in-house or sent to other
trainings or conferences (such as the MATE conference for tutors, see Appendix A). The QMaSC
director should stay connected with professional organizations, such as Mathematics Association
of America, Northeast Consortium on Quantitative Literacy, and the National Numeracy Network,
to name a few. Membership and participation in these organizations will keep the QMaSC director
connected to the larger QMaSC community, network with peers, and often learn of best practices
that will help achieve the QMaSC mission.

6

QMaSC Intersections
Given the breadth of needs in a given student population, a QMaSC director should stay

informed about resources available on campus that intersect with the daily work of the QMaSC.
Below is a sample list of offices that can offer support to a variety of students who may also use
QMaSC resources:
• First Year Programs
• Career Development
• Disability Services
• Other tutoring/academic support spaces (i.e. departmental)
• Psychological Counseling Services
• Dean of Studies
• Programs designed for first generation, low-income, or underrepresented students
• Veterans Support Services
The QMaSC director might network with these offices by nature of the organizational structure,
or perhaps by just meeting with representatives individually to share the work of the QMaSC and
learn about the work of the respective offices. The challenges that students face on each campus
are often quite similar, but can vary within populations. Open communication with various offices
is a great way to learn of ways to reach students who may otherwise not reach out independently
for support from the QMaSC.
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Appendix A: Mid-Hudson Tutor Educators (MATE) 2014
Figure 1: Tutor Training Conference Agenda (1)
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Figure 2: Tutor Training Conference Agenda (2)
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Appendix B: Articles highlighting the need for a QMaSC at
Vassar College
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Appendix C: Fall 2013 Peer Educator Training Agenda,
Vassar College
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Appendix D. Vassar College Peer Educator Application
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Appendix E. Vassar Supplemental Instruction Evaluation for
Remark
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Appendix F. Vassar College Q-Center on Facebook
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